VIRTUAL LANGUAGE IDENTITIES ON SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES (BASED ON FACEBOOK COMMENTARIES)

Summary. In this paper, we examine different types of virtual language identities communicating on social networking sites, Facebook in particular. Basing our discussion on Facebook commentaries, we present profiles of Facebook users whose commentaries have certain language features and communicative goals. The findings reveal that not every speaker can be called a virtual language identity as they may not use language means for their self-representation on social networking websites (such users as a lurker, window shopper, selfie, spammer). Also, we outlined and examined the following types of Facebook users: moderator, troll or hater, expert, off-topic speaker, narrator, adviser. These personalities can be called virtual language identities as they produce text (Facebook commentary) intending to cultivate self-image, they have their own communicative goals and verbal means specific to their commentaries Moderators communicate on Facebook to enforce rules and sometimes facilitate discussion but mainly this function of moderators has been lost in social networking websites. Virtual language identity troll (hater) tries to involve other Facebook users into conflict or heated discussion, their aim may also be to abuse other members of community. Off-topic speaker’s main goal is to make discussion confused and cumbersome in every possible way. The communicative goal of an expert is to provide information where their commentaries have certain language features. The article highlights the main virtual language identities but other types of users can also be found on Facebook. The results of the study show that each virtual language identity uses their own verbal means to achieve their goal: trolls or haters use abusive language, experts’ commentaries are well-structured and usually quite long and sometimes cumbersome, a narrator uses techniques peculiar to story-telling and advisers’ comments are full of sentences with imperative mood and appeal to authority or speaker’s personal experience that helps to establish rapport between community members. The article highlights the main virtual language identities but other types of users can also be found on Facebook.
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Introduction. Undoubtedly, social networking websites have become an inseparable part of the information society. They play a significant role in mass communication as they provide the communication platform for people of different walks of life such as teenagers, office workers, politicians, housewives. Therefore, we may claim that they unite all sections of society. This is to certify that a person stands in the centre of a communicative model of the Internet. The purpose of the research is to examine Facebook commentaries and identify types of virtual language identities peculiar to it. The target of the article is the detailed investigation of verbal means of different virtual language identities (Facebook users). The scientific novelty lies in the fact that the identity construction of Facebook users has not been investigated profoundly, even though Internet communication has long been in the centre of attention of linguists. The object of the research is virtual language identities that could be found on Facebook as well as commentaries of the members of the most popular Facebook communities. The subject of the investigation is verbal means used by different virtual language identities in Facebook commentaries.

Recent research and publications. Social networking website is a platform where people can create public accounts to build social relationships with other people who share similar interest [17]. Social networking sites and their genres have been the centre of attention of the following foreign and domestic linguists: Kaptiurova V.V. (pragmatic principles of posts on social networking sites) [8], Seugeant P. and Tagg C. (social media communities) [15], danah m. boyd and Nicole B. Ellison (definition and history of social network sites) [4], Dziubina O. (neologisms on Facebook and Twitter) [6] and others. Among the most popular social networking sites, we can find Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. Once founded in 2004 by a group of Harvard University students for interaction between them, Facebook has grown into the largest social networking website. According to recent statistics, the total number of active Facebook users is 2.70 billion people [7]. Facebook as a genre of Internet discourse has the following features: globality (international network and mass user access to it); interactivity (communication is the key concept); hypertextuality (you can post any links to any kind of information (audio, video, text)); creativity (you can construct your identity in many different ways to attract the attention of other users); continuity; technicality (Facebook developers constantly invent various technical means to make it more attractive and convenient for the users); ease of handling network data; brevity and jargon of the expression of thoughts; the difficulty of the emotional communication; the desire for emotional filling of the text (that is represented through a wide range of offered reactions to the post) [20, p. 78]. One of the most import-
The purpose of social networking sites such as Facebook is to organize community based on common interests. In fact, Facebook resembles people's diaries or journals containing biographical data, photos and other personal information. So, in the centre of Facebook, we can find a person with their own means for constructing identity. At the outset, Facebook contained profiles providing real information as the main purpose was to find someone you know. Now anonymity of the Internet overtook even social networking sites and you can find there loads of profiles of people but it remains hard to check whether the information on the page is real or fake. Moreover, a person still has additional means to create an identity they desire. Dressler & Dressler claim that the main means for constructing identity on Facebook are mostly linguistic and are based on the person’s status updates, comments and “likes” of the posts [5, p. 25]. So, these means remain the most relevant material for analysing a person’s identity on Facebook. Communication on social media is “masspersonal” that means that you are writing a post containing personal information but it is distributed to many addresses [5, p. 26]. Meanwhile, we must agree that Facebook page is extremely significant in constructing virtual identity [19, p. 310] but the scope of our interest is virtual language identity that is only possible to study investigating the text and in our case Facebook commentaries to other users’ posts. Virtual language identity continues to capture the attention of foreign and domestic scholars such as Nikiforova Ye.Yu. (types of forum users) [11], Asmus N. (analysed linguistic features of virtual space) [2], Kompanisava L. (analysed Internet communication and touched some aspects of virtual identities in it) [9], Lutovichova O. (within the frames of analysis of virtual discourse touched the issue of differentiating types of users who communicate online) [10] and others. Virtual language identity is a discursive variant of language identity who communicates in the language space of the Internet, fixed in communicative strategies and tactics, types of language behaviour, linguocognitive peculiarities of the thesaurus [11, p. 23]. Nikiforova Ye.Yu. claims that everyone who uses the Internet to satisfy their own needs can already be called virtual identity [11, p. 61]. As it can be inferred, Facebook has been widely studied but virtual language identities present on Facebook has never been in the centre of attention before.

Results and discussions. It is reasonable to start analysing virtual language identities on Facebook considering their aims, functions, motives and motivations, peculiarities of their language behavior. Virtual language identity on Facebook can be classified according to an illocutionary force of the utterance: 1) to provide information as to certain issue: consultant, informer, expert; 2) to assert oneself or draw attention to oneself: relationship builders, self-promoter, selfie, creator, narrator; 3) to abuse other user and to make communication complicated and provoke conflicts: troll, hater, burner, off-topic speaker, spammer; 4) to resolve conflicts, enforce the rules and facilitate communication: moderator, peace-keeper or diplomat [12, p. 194]. Actually, these types of users can be found on any communicative service of the Internet but we will make an attempt to identify types of virtual language identities you can come across on Facebook and describe their communicative goals and verbal peculiarities of their posts.

First of all, everyone who signs up and registers their page is already considered to be a virtual identity. People who usually just read status updates and comments of other people but do not contribute themselves are called lurker or window shopper [14]. They often claim that they have a social obligation to have a Facebook page but do not want to be active users [1]. So, this personality cannot be considered as language one as they rarely comment and contribute to the life of the community.

The next type of virtual language identity we want to focus on is moderator. In a forum communication, moderator is the key personality and has several functions such as enforcing the rules, controlling communication, facilitating discussion [11, p. 63]. On Facebook, moderators lost their functions and perform mainly as administrators of the Facebook community who can accept new members and moderate their posts as well as enforce the rules. The rules of the majority of communities are mainly the same: you should respect everyone’s privacy, no promotion or spam is allowed, you should be kind and courteous, no hate speech or bullying is allowed [13]. But unlike forum communication, Facebook moderators are not so visible, you rarely see their activity in community as well as you rarely read any posts created by them. We want to concentrate on Facebook community English questions answered with 11.7 thousand members. The group was founded by Hugh Dellar who is a well-known author of the lexical approach in language teaching and the author of Outcomes course. This group is constantly discussing various language phenomena and Hugh Dellar as a moderator and administrator performs an active role in the life of the community that can be illustrated by his recent post:

Hi everyone -
Since Xmas, this group has grown dramatically, which is great. The more, the merrier. However, it also means more work for me as the main moderator.

Just today, I've removed racist comments about the Chinese, a young lad who thought a picture of him posing with a gun might entice you to follow him on Instagram and a Scottish bloke who called me - and I quote - “a fucking know-all wank stain” because I pointed out COMIC was, in fact, an adjective as well as a noun. I try to ensure the group maintains its focus and quality and that posts are actually questions about English, and that answers are respectful and helpful. Can I ask all of you to remain vigilant and to report anything you feel is inappropriate. I then get messages, and this helps me deal with things I may otherwise miss.

Cheers. [23]

So, Hugh Dellar sees his function in keeping this community thriving (the more, the merrier, quality of posts, respectful and helpful) and wants to regulate communication in the best way possible (to ensure the group maintains its focus and quality). Moreover, Hugh Dellar is frequently seen in comments and tries to answer all English questions from the point of view of a native speaker that is greatly helpful. There are not many communities where moderators actively participate and usually, their role is restricted to deleting inappropriate posts and comments. Moreover, cases of spamming or trolling happen from time to time in a community’s life but no warnings are issued by moderators, they just block users and delete comments. So, we conclude that although Facebook moderators can be called virtual language identities but they are not so visible in their community. Also, their communicative goal is to enforce the rules and keep order in a community.
The most widespread type of virtual language identity on the Internet is troll. They act on the Internet with a certain intention to start the conflict and Facebook is not an exception. Troll’s main goal is to post rude and provocative comments under users’ posts which complicates communication and insults other users [11, p. 112]. The examples of trolling can be found in comments to the post of Jennifer Lopez:

**Martine Huguet-Latour**

No surgery?? Really? She looks more and more like kris Jenner

**Martina Burkovičová Pedersen**

Hand washes hand, no surprise here...sick. Hey, money is the source of all evil.

**Debbie Underwood**

Not supporting you any longer since you are supporting biden! [27]

This post with Jennifer Lopez on the cover of Elle magazine got 239 000 likes and almost 8000 comments. Most comments were favourable, admiring the popular singer but some commentators tried to start an argument as they disagreed with the opinion of the majority. Actually, trolls here avoided profanity and you won’t see any swear words but if you analyse deeper in the context you’ll see some negativity in their comments (not supporting, looks like Kris Jenner, sick, not supporting you).

Generally, moderators of big communities enforce the rules by deleting offensive comments right away but if we have a closer look at posts of celebrities that gather thousands of likes and comments, we may come across heavy comments that are aimed at starting a heated discussion over the topic. Aguilera’s post where she showed her 2 weirdly manicured middle fingers got 7400 comments either praising or disapproving her act. The following comment showing disfavour evoked 475 answers:

**Laura Markley**

I’m disappointed that you would post this. Please set a better example for our youth. Actually, nothing unfavourable can be found in this comment and the speaker is extremely polite in her expression (please) but quite negative comments followed up:

**Jimmy Sorento @ Laura Markley** she is what she is Young F**** with Money

**Edgard Miguel Hernandez @Laura Markley** girl shut up. she doesn’t need to set an example for anyone!! she ain’t their mom 😈

**Filipe Roganti @Laura Markley** fuck u... Fuck u very very muaa-uhhh-uhh-ch

**Michael Crabtree @Laura Markley** F### off

**Jonathan A. Heybroek @Laura Markley** 🤣 yes because 2 middle fingers is the worst thing that has happened. I mean really. It’s fucking 2020 I mean jesus.

**Michael Weaver @ Laura Markley** pls fuck off [22].

These replies contain swear words (shut up, fuck off, fucking m fuck you), imitation of shouting by doubling consonants and vowels (muuu-uhhh-uhh-ch) and even irony (2 middle fingers is the worst thing that has happened). All these verbal characteristics indicate that the users may be classified as Facebook trolls.

Trolls can also have another name such as haters. Actually, that is synonymous phenomena often observed on Facebook and other social networking websites. Trolling as a problem has always been widely discussed and some pieces of advice have been issued to help users deal with it [1; 16; 18]. The main and the most effective way of handling trolls and haters is to ignore them and if it is your post, you can just delete or hide their comments [16]. By doing you, you can start playing the role of virtual identity moderator who often interacts with trolls and haters. So, the role of moderator can be performed by anyone who creates a post and comes across an unfavourable comment that is either deletes or hidden.

The Internet also offers a lot of memes that are used to laugh out trolls and haters and add negative features to their image (Fig. 1).

So, we consider Facebook trolls and haters virtual language identities having their own verbal arsenal that they use while com...
menting on the posts of other users. Their communicative goal is self-representation through negative comments intended to start a heated discussion and sometimes to insult other users.

The next type of user widespread on Facebook is selfie whose purpose is self-promotion and raising self-esteem. The word selfie is common nowadays and in 2013 was named the word of the year by Oxford Dictionary. Everyone knows selfies who display numerous self-images and photos to gather likes and comments. [14]. The frequency of posting selfies is mostly determined by characteristics of social media audience, namely users with a relatively high number of followers tend to display more selfies [3]. In fact, virtual identity selfie uses mainly a visual component of Facebook for self-representation but without textual or verbal component we cannot consider selfie to be a virtual language identity so it was not the primary focus of our study.

Off-topic speakers and spammers are believed to be conflict communicators as their comments make conversation more difficult, cumbersome and senseless. Spamming is strictly prohibited by community guidelines. Nevertheless, we can frequently come across spammers in comments to celebrity posts. For example, in the recent publication of Catherine Zeta-Jones where she shows how she practices a new party trick, we can come across the following comment:

Yau Umar @Ali Khalid Jumaa I would like to work a successful review about Mrs Zuniga Sheila I think trading gets easier when you have the right account manager to trade on your behalf I have been working with Mrs Zuniga Sheila for over few weeks and I don’t plan on stopping because she has never gave me any reason to doubt her credibility, thank you so much, It will be bad to keep this alone to myself. My passion to trade has grew so big, Mrs Zuniga Sheila have made my world beautiful for earning $500 on my little investment of $5000. Ever since I started investment with Mrs Zuniga Sheila I was always on the good side. She never gamble with me but trade for me, I really do appreciate you and your operators for giving me wonderful earnings.

I fully recommend Her to you all, and to also share this great experience with everyone who is reading this post. 


This comment is the reply to Ali Khalid Jumaa’s comment No need to do that to get perfection!! Holding u btw hands is the perfection my adorable Catherine ever!! And it is absolutely obvious that Yah Umar’s comment can be considered spam. Moreover, you can come across a similar comment in other replies to this post:

Lynn Hammett Castiglione I would definitely be worried about Michael’s shoulder bruises. That has GOT to hurt!

Yau Umar @Lynn Hammett Castiglione Thanks you ma’am I’m so grateful I just received my profits few minutes ago. Thank you so much you kept to you words and promises, now I know the main goal of trading with your platform. Thanks so much for your help over my trading every day and your good support I’m going to invite my friends and family to trade with you because you have helped me a lot I appreciate your help ma’am I will never stop trading with you ma’am. May God actually reward you for your kindness and being a pure minded person. Thanks so much, I’m so Amazed see my profits on my wallet


Our observations prove that spammer often communicates with users who comment under celebrities’ posts to get more attraction to their posts. Also due to the fact that comments are numerous, they are frequently left unnoticed by moderators.

Off-topic speakers’ comments are usually characterised by the use of a meaningless set of letters or symbols:

Salim Jurayev Zo’ o’ o’ o’ o’ o’ rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
Aida Martin SHAWN 98798798
Houssine Oukhiera Errich Hhhhh
Istvan Szasz Sakrsvevdo
Haingoita Irintsoa Naëlle Ddd [26]

These comments to Shakira’s post with the presentation of new Video “Girl like me” illustrate characteristic linguistic technique used by off-topic speakers. The attitude of other users to them is rather negative and it can be explained by the fact that their comments complicate communication and irritate other Facebook users.

Off-topic speaker’s communicative goal is to have fun by sending senseless comments but it also makes discussion cumbersome and difficult for comprehension.

Social networking websites are not only used for fun, a lot of people use it with an informational and educational purpose. This led to the creation of numerous communities where you can find not only approval but also knowledge and even psychological consultation. The data that we have amassed show that virtual language identities as expert, narrator and adviser are present in Facebook commentaries to the posts of such communities. These identities are thought to be highly intellectual, usually having encyclopedic knowledge in different fields as well as having communicative competence [11, p. 71]. Surely experts communicate mainly in professional communities connected with a certain sphere of interest. The community entitled linguistics is relatively small as it contains only 4000 members but still, you can find something related to your sphere of expertise. Post created by a user to ask for a definition of language arbitraries got some comments. Among them we can easily find the comment of an expert:

Juan Millarruelo
As David Crystal would say the link between signifier and meaning is not arbitrary if we look at its origin, that is from a historical or ethymological perspective.

It is arbitrary when we descend to the deepest roots.

It is arbitrary because there is a clear dichotomy between code and message, sign and meaning. The structuralist ‘eye’ studies a system of signs (as well as increasingly complex structures) It deliberately turns its back on the historical evolution of language and defines “a pure theory of language itself”. A system of signs and structures.

Things are called the way a society has named them. Meanings are attached to signifiers by social consensus. (arbitrary, but not unfathomable)

But “pure”, structuralist linguistics is the study of CODE ITSELF, IN THE ABSTRACT, so the proposition ‘language is arbitrary’ is axiomatic to contemporary theoretical linguistics (including functionalist perspectives)

It is the pivot or keystone of the XXth Century approach to language as an “abstract”, and (only) in this sense “arbitrary” system of signs and the different structures they belong to. [28]

This comment clearly illustrates verbal means used by experts in their texts: appeal to authority (as David Crystal would say), repetition (it is arbitrary), well-structured paragraphs, use of professional jargon (axiomatic, dichotomy, structural linguistics etc.). Experts’ comments usually have big volume but as their communicative goal is to inform other members of a community and provide information.
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Narrators can also post long comments. The post in the community *The Earth Page* was created to share emotions evoked in the author during a thunderstorm. It received 157,000 likes and almost 2,000 comments. Mostly, comments were the following: wow, beautiful, magic, awesome, I like thunderstorms and lightnings. But some speakers shared their fascination by telling the experience they had in every detail:

I’ve actually seen something similar to this whilst standing on the end of the pier in pensacola beach if years and years ago... The sky just above me was clear and starry and there must’ve been a meteor shower because I kept seeing shooting stars then just as I looked out over the horizon I noticed the big storm cloud just off in the distance then a huge beautiful lightning bolt came straight down out of the cloud and it made the cloud and the ocean so beautifully illuminated... It was absolutely breathtaking and I will never forget that image from my memory❤️ [29]

As can be seen from this comment, the speaker relates to his personal experience by telling the story. We call these speakers narrators as their comments remind us a narration (story) with background description (the sky was clear and starry), actions in past simple (kept, looked, noticed) and with ending (It was absolutely breathtaking and I will never forget that image from my memory). Narrators usually have a story to tell with the aim of self-representation whereas others usually admire or just like a post.

The anonymity of the Internet promoted the spreading of consultation mode of the Internet. More and more people use it to find answers to their questions. Facebook user is not an exception. Though communicating through their real profiles, users still have a possibility to seek for advice and such communities as *Instant Pot Community, Family Lockdown Tips and Ideas, English Questions Answered* are aimed at users who want to ask questions, search for some tips and guidelines and post their achievements. Members often post there some pictures and recipes that is illustrated by the following post: My 12 year old said she’d been doing some art to chill between doing school work – in 2 days she produced this using only oil based pencils and watercolour pens! It’s amazing but she’s still not happy with it 😅 [25]. The author here is implicitly asking for advice but gets mostly praise (wow, amazing, awesome, beautiful). But there were other comments that gave really important pieces of advice:

*Ves Arslan* That’s amazing! As an artist myself I would say that she has gotten the elements almost perfect. That iris is spot on. If she wanted to improve it, I’d say to raise the lower eyelid so it almost touches the iris or covers some of the bottom.

When I was learning to draw eyes, I would look intensely at other people’s, look how they move and what they look like. Take as many photos and do lots of smaller sketches to get used to what an eye looks like.

Also, drawing an upper eyelid crease will give you more definition on the eye, and will make it look more realistic.

But on the whole, this work is fantastic. What a wonderful natural talent she has [25]

This comment of an adviser has the following verbal characteristics: appeal to a personal experience (as an artist myself, when I was learning to draw eyes), the imperative mood (take photos, do sketches), finishing on a positive note by praise the author’s picture (what a wonderful natural talent). All these techniques are peculiar to virtual language identity adviser and make the comment more favourable and create a positive atmosphere within the community.

**Conclusions.** To conclude, we would like to underline that not every Facebook user can be called a virtual language identity. Virtual language identity is a user who produces text (in our case Facebook commentaries) with the aim of self-representation. We can conclude that only moderator, troll, hater, off-topic speaker, adviser, expert and narrator can be called a virtual language identity as they have their own verbal peculiarities and their mode of behavior. These identities pursue their own communicative goals that are clearly visible in their comments. In the present article, we singled out virtual language identities present in Facebook communication. Further studies may focus on communicative strategies and tactics of these virtual language identities.
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